Dr. G. W. Brown
International Telemeter Corporation
8000 Stoner Avenue
Los Angeles 25, California

Dear Dr. Brown:

Our security people have called my attention to some minor details which need attention on your Personal History Statement which you recently submitted for processing and have suggested that I communicate with you.

Referring to the date and place of birth of your parents in Item 9 of the inclosure, they requested that you provide the date and place of your parents' naturalization, their certificate number, and the date and port of entry. This information can be included under "Remarks" of Item 19.

It is realized that the completion of the Personal History Statement is an arduous task and I am sorry to have to trouble you with this matter, but would appreciate it greatly if you would complete the inclosed form as indicated and return them to us in the inclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

I. T. McDonald
Assistant to William F. Friedman
Executive Secretary
NSA Scientific Advisory Board
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M/R: PHS returned to Dr. Brown for additional information.
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